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서론
3차원 이미지 스캔 시 고려사항은 Table 1과 같다.
No Items Descriptions 1 Contiguity
As the scanner and target are getting closer, the accuracy of registration is higher.
Prediction error
As the position of target is getting more similar to the regular triangle, the registration error is decreased. As the targets are procured more, the error is distributed and finally the registration error is decreased.
3
Fixing the position of target
The position of target has to be situated on a hard base. If it is not, the position can be changed. The number of target which has to be detected with overlapping for one scanning should be above 4 at least(general 6).
5

Consideration of the density of image scanning
The area where is required the detail works intensively scanning with the short distance of movement.
6 Consideration of office work
For office work and modeling work, the colorful photo should be obtained sufficiently at the site.
Consideration of security
If the equipments containing the memory like hard-disk need to be carried to inside, according to the security of sites, it has to be consulted in advance.
8
Consideration of accuracy and density of scanning Through the preview scanning (generally 30 sec), the field scanning is worked after the position of scan. The field worker has to be well-informed the measuring range and angle of scanner, because of the different distance and angle by each equipment..
Reliability test of equipment
The test whether the scanner is working ordinarily is implemented before one week. Also the accuracy is analyzed using plat-target and total station.
Horizontality positioning
The tripod water level of scanner should be set perfectly. If not, the basement can be inclined when registration process. 3D-based basic modeling -Definition of scale, cost of building, etc.
-In this phase, the choose of objects for schematic design and the position data of selected objects, etc. are required 300 (Design Development) -3D modeling of detailed objects -Actualization o f material, equipment for system -In this phase, the data for the selection and revise of modeling objects, the detailed property and position of objects, MEP objects, MEP system is defined 
